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Analysis of Large Microstrip-Fed
Tapered Slot Antenna Arrays by Combining
Electrodynamic and Quasi-Static Field Models
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S. Kasturi, and D. H. Schaubert, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— A reduced-order model for large arrays of
microstrip-fed Tapered Slot Antennas (TSAs) is presented. The
currents on the antenna conductors are modeled by a relatively
small number of physics-based macro-domain basis functions
through a technique which is known as the Characteristic Basis
Function Method (CBFM). The array is treated as a metal-only
structure, while the wideband microstrip feeds are separately
modeled using quasi-static circuit models. It is demonstrated that,
even though the dielectric-supported feeds are non-shielded and
therefore form an integral part of each radiating antenna ele-
ment, the feeds can be modeled independently from the strongly
coupled antenna elements. Validation of the combined antenna-
feed model has been carried out through the measurements of
several practically realized TSA arrays, among them a 8× 7× 2
dual-polarized array. The results demonstrate good agreement
over a large scan range, as well as over a wide frequency band.
The polarization-discrimination capabilities of the antenna, when
operating in phased-array mode, have been analyzed in the
context of radio-astronomical applications.
Index Terms— Characteristic basis function method, tapered
slot antennas, antenna arrays, method of moments, hybrid
modeling techniques, radio astronomy.
I. INTRODUCTION
TAPERED slot antennas are traditionally etched on high-performance dielectrics, particularly because dielectri-
cally loaded TSA arrays demonstrate an increased operational
impedance bandwidth [1], and offer a direct means to feed
the antenna elements as well. However, dielectric-free TSA
arrays are low loss and may represent a more cost-effective
technology to manufacture large phased-array antennas, which
is of great interest to the development of the next generation
radio telescope: the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) [2], [3].
In [4], the design of a dual-polarized TSA array has been
described where a dielectric substrate is employed, but only
locally, and solely for the purpose of feeding each TSA
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Fig. 1. Dual-polarized array of aluminium TSA elements (cf. ref. [4]), which
is subjected to a reduced-order modeling approach.
element (see also Fig. 1). The radiating tapered slots are
composed of relatively thick aluminum fins in order to realize
a slotline capacitance which closely resembles the capacitance
of an equivalent slotline sheet that is printed on a dielectric
substrate. Furthermore, the relatively thick metals improve
the self-supportiveness of the structure. In the present paper
we aim to develop a reduced-order model for these types of
microstrip-fed TSA arrays.
An accurate full-wave analysis of electrically large TSA
arrays is a challenging task, in particular when the strongly
coupled wideband antenna elements are composed of both
dielectrics and metals of finite geometrical dimensions [5]–
[8]. The computational burden of the entire problem can often
be relaxed by decomposing it into smaller subproblems that
each can be solved relatively easily, and can afterwards be
combined into a single aggregated model to obtain its full
solution. By decomposing the problem into subproblems, not
only the elementary physics of the problem gets revealed, but
also the opportunity is offered to perform global optimizations
in a time-efficient manner, namely, by first solving for a local
subproblem and then accounting for the interactions with its
environment, rather than recomputing the entire problem in
full detail during each optimization cycle.
In [9], a decomposition technique has been proposed to
model the scan impedance of an infinite array of stripline-fed
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TSAs. To model these bilateral structures, a moment-method
formulation was proposed based upon the periodic Green’s
function for currents located inside and on a protruding dielec-
tric slab. The scan impedance was calculated on the stripline
feed crossing the slotline section, and therefore included both
the reactance of the radial stripline stub, and the stripline-to-
slotline transition. The reactance of the stub was independently
modeled between two infinite ground planes using the same
full-wave formulation. Afterwards, the stub reactance was
de-embedded to retain a scan impedance representing only
the antenna element and stripline-to-slotline transition. It was
concluded that the radial stub can be optimized independently,
and be seen as an individual reactance in series with the de-
embedded scan impedance representing only the antenna and
stripline-to-slotline transition.
A further decomposition into microwave circuit models
has been proposed in [10]. Therein, the microstrip-to-slotline
transition is modeled by Knorr’s equivalent circuit [11] (an
ideal transformer), whereas the microstrip stub and feed lines,
and even the slotline cavity of the antenna, have all been
modeled by ideal transmission lines. Following this, it has been
demonstrated in [12] that both the microstrip feed and antenna
slot cavity of a single bunny-ear antenna can then be optimized
to realize a desired impedance bandwidth. However, in [9], it
has been stated that, for arrays of TSAs, both the tapered slot
and the slotline cavity exhibit a significant interaction with
the neighboring elements. As a result, a quantitative analysis
of wideband phased arrays was not found to work for such a
detailed antenna-feed decomposition.
In this paper, it is explained how the feed model can be
modified in order to analyze (large) arrays of TSAs in a
quantitative manner. The distinction with other papers is that
both the strongly coupled tapered slots and the slotline cavities
are now represented by electrodynamic field models, whereas
the microstrip lines and stubs, including their microstrip-
to-slotline transitions, are represented by quasi-static field
models. The antenna array can be analyzed as a dielectric-
free structure if the effect of the dielectric substrate on its
radiation characteristics is negligible, which is particularly
true if the dielectric: (i) is employed only locally; (ii) is
effectively thin compared to the TSA fins, and; (iii) has a
low relative dielectric permittivity. We will consider only one
specific realization for which mainly the first two requirements
are satisfied.
The dielectric-free antenna array is analyzed with the aid of
the moment method in which we employ an adequate number
of numerically generated entire-domain basis functions on
each of the metallic TSA elements and then account for the
mutual reaction between them through the Characteristic Basis
Function Method (CBFM) [13]. The direct interaction between
antenna feed boards is neglected as the coupling is assumed
to occur only via antenna elements.
Validation of the impedance characteristics of the combined
quasi-static and electrodynamic field models has been carried
out via measurements for several practically realized TSA
arrays. The results demonstrate a very good agreement over a
large scan range, as well as over a wide frequency band.
II. GEOMETRICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE REFERENCE TSA
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the geometrical dimensions of the ref-
erence TSA element that has been examined. The element
geometry has been adopted from [4], where the design of
an infinite dual-polarized phased array of such elements has
been described and analyzed with the aid of periodic boundary
conditions.
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Fig. 2. (a) Geometrical dimensions of the reference TSA element in cm.
The magnitude and phase of S11, both measured and simulated, are shown
in figures (b) and (c), respectively.
The magnitude and phase of S11 of a single array ele-
ment, both measured and simulated, are shown in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c), respectively. The agreement between the measured
and simulated (HFSS) impedance characteristics of a single
TSA element (mounted on an infinitely large PEC ground
plane) is sufficiently good and will, henceforth, be used in
the development and validation of the combined model for
both the microstrip feed and the antenna structure.
III. REDUCED ORDER MODEL OF A SINGLE
MICROSTRIP-FED TSA
We will utilize the measurements or simulations of a
single TSA element to extract the model parameters of the
microstrip feed. First, the TSA element is excited by a voltage-
gap generator across the slotline section in the absence of
the microstrip feed. The currents inside the actual antenna
conductor of finite thickness are effectively represented by
average surface currents supported by infinitely thin metallic
sheets. It is crucial that the actual thickness of the conductors
is modeled accurately in order to obtain the correct fields
inside the slot region, and thereby the correct gap impedance.
Therefore; the edges of the current sheets have been right-
angled folded as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Next, the current sheets are supplied with a triangular
mesh (see Fig. 3) and an adequate number of subsectional
Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG, [14]) basis/testing functions is
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Folded Edge
B
A
Fig. 3. Triangular meshed TSA element with folded edges to simulate a
finite thickness of the metal, and delta-gap excitation between A and B.
employed. The surface current is subsequently synthesized by
discretizing an Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) with
the aid of the moment method (Galerkin’s testing scheme),
after which the resulting system of linear equations is solved
for the unknown RWG expansion coefficients.
After computing the antenna impedance between terminals
A–B (see Fig. 3), the microstrip feed is modeled as schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. (a) A microstrip feed on a localized substrate carrier, and; (b) an
equivalent circuit representation of this feed. Preliminary results have been
reported for a 3× 1 TSA array in [15].
Fig. 4(b) illustrates a modified representation of Knorr’s
equivalent circuit [11] in which the microstrip-to-slotline
transition is modeled as an ideal transformer with a (non-
integer) turns ratio n = Vsec/Vprim, where Vprim and Vsec
are the microstrip and slotline voltages across the primary and
secondary windings, respectively. A capacitor has been added
in series with the microstrip line because the ground conductor
of the microstrip line is interrupted by the slotline. We
therefore have placed this capacitor in the ground conductor
of the transformer [cf. the actual situation in Fig. 4(a)]. This
capacitor becomes a required element when wide slots and
low-permittivity substrates are considered. However, in the
present case the slot is relatively narrow and composed of two
relatively thick metals, so that the capacitor becomes virtually
short-circuited and therefore a non-required circuit element.
As described in [16], the impedance of wide-band circular
stubs can be accurately modeled by a cascaded series of trans-
mission lines with varying strip widths, although this method
neglects the stub radiation, parasitic effects at junctions, and
the fringing field effect at the stub end. Because the latter
effects are small, also the impedance of the triangular stub of
Fig. 4(a) could be accurately modeled with this technique. For
this purpose, the design equations of [17, pp. 87–92] for each
of the microstrip sections were used, and the stub impedance
was evaluated for a series of cascaded sections with the help
of the CAESAR circuit simulation software [18].
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Fig. 5. The modeled and simulated (HFSS) phase of S11 of the (a) triangular
stub (Zref = 50Ω) using (a) N = 1 section; (b) N = 5 sections. (c), (d) The
measured magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of the microstrip-
feed section (transformer short circuited).
The impedance of the triangular stub has also been com-
puted with the aid of a full-wave method (HFSS) and subse-
quently compared to the presently modeled stub impedance;
the results are shown in Fig. 5. The phase accuracy of the
reflection coefficient is even reasonable for a single microstrip
section, but readily improves by adding a few more sections.
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the stub only
is not shown since |S11| > −0.05 dB for both models over
the entire frequency band. The reflection coefficient of the
entire microstrip feed section, when placed above a PEC
ground plane (transformer short circuited), has both been
measured and simulated. The agreement for the magnitude in
Fig. 5(c), and phase in Fig. 5(d) is very good, even outside the
operational frequency range from 0.5–1.5 GHz. Because the
microwave network is non-radiative, the dissipation losses are
only due to the ohmic losses in the conductor and the dielectric
material. For the computations, we have used that tan(δ) =
0.0027 and σcond = 5.8 × 107 Ω−1m−1. The corresponding
frequency-dependent attenuation coefficients αdiel and αcond,
for a passively-matched terminated microstrip line, range from
0.01−0.1 Np/m and 0.03−0.1 Np/m, respectively. As a result,
it is observed in Fig. 5(c) that |S11| > −0.2 dB for a standing-
wave current along the microstrip feed.
Since the physical dimensions of the microstrip feed as well
as the electrical properties of the substrate carrier are known
(εr = 3.38, dsub = 0.8 mm, wstrip = 1.8 mm), most of
the model parameters of the equivalent circuit [Fig. 4(b)] can
readily be determined, and are listed in Table I.
TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS OF THE CIRCUIT SHOWN IN FIG. 4
N L1 L2 Zref n Cslot
5 67.8 mm 2.2 mm 50 Ω 0.95 –
The length L1 of the transmission line includes the equiv-
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alent connector length. The parameter n has been determined
by a least-squares fit of the port impedance of the cascaded
model (antenna+feed) onto the reference impedance shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Although n is generally a complex-valued
quantity, it is herein taken real-valued since the capacitor ac-
counts for a possible reactive part. Moreover, the conservation
of power between the primary and secondary windings is then
automatically satisfied. We remark that n and Cslot need to
be determined only once because they solely depend upon
the geometry of the microstrip-to-slotline transition, which is
often not altered during a design optimization, as opposed to
the geometry of the triangular stub, circular cavity, exponential
taper, width and height of the TSA element.
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Fig. 6. Modeled and full-wave simulation results (HFSS) of S11 of a single
TSA element (Zref = 50Ω). The magnitude (a) and phase (b) of S11 for the
reference geometry. (c); (d) The magnitude |S11| for two different element
geometries but for identical feed models.
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate that the overall return loss of
the cascaded antenna in combination with the feed circuit is in
good agreement with the reference full-wave solution (HFSS).
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) depict the magnitude of S11 when the
circular cavity size D and the height H of the TSA element
are varied. As expected, the accuracy remains good when the
TSA element geometry is altered, while the feed geometry
and its model parameters are kept fixed. This confirms that n
is almost invariant to these geometrical changes. The S11 of
the antenna element in the absence of the feed circuit is also
shown for these cases, and illustrates that the effect of the feed
circuit on the return loss is rather significant.
The HFSS v10 computations have been performed on a
Linux desktop PC which has 8 GB of RAM and 2 dual core
AMD processors.
IV. ANALYSIS OF LARGE TSA ARRAYS
It is important to demonstrate that the non-radiative feed
model, which has been developed for a single TSA element,
can directly be applied to analyze the impedance characteris-
tics of large arrays of mutually coupled TSAs. In this paper,
we showcase some specific results of CBFM for a 4×4 singly-
polarized and an 8× 7 doubly-polarized TSA array.
The antenna impedance matrix of a large antenna array
can be computed using a recently introduced enhancement
technique for the moment method, known as the Characteristic
Basis Function Method (CBFM) [19]. In CBFM, a large
problem is reduced to a manageable size by using a domain
decomposition technique; it derives a reduced matrix, which
preserves all of the coupling effects rigorously when it is
formed, and subsequently solves the resultant matrix equation
in a direct manner instead of resorting to iteration algorithms to
handle the problem of interaction between the various subdo-
mains. Details on CBFM, the generation of the physics-based
macro domain basis function (CBFs), and its extensions can
be found in a number of papers, among these [13], [21], [22],
and references therein. The concept of reducing the matrix
equation and decomposing the problem into smaller problems
has also been exploited in other iterative-free methods for
large-scale problems. Examples are: the Synthetic-Functions
Approach (SFX) [23], [24]; the Sub-Entire-Domain basis
function method (SED) [25]; the eigencurrent approach [26];
the multipole macro basis function approach [27]; and a
subdomain multilevel approach [28].
The CBFM computations have been carried out in dou-
ble precision arithmetic on a Dell Inspiron 9300 Notebook,
equipped with an Intel Pentium-M processor operating at
1.73 GHz, and 2.0 GB of RAM. To achieve high solution
accuracy, the threshold of the singular value decomposition
(SVD), which is used to orthonormalize and to truncate the
number of numerically generated CBFs, has been set to 10−4.
The threshold of the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA)
algorithm, which is used for the fast construction of off-
diagonal (reduced) moment matrix blocks, has been set to
10−3 [13].
For antenna problems, it is customary to generate and
employ primary and secondary CBFs [13]. However, we
will illustrate that, from an accuracy point of view, one can
supplement or even obviate the generation of secondary CBFs
and, equally well, let a spectrum of incident plane waves
(PWS) be incident on a smaller subarray. These additional
CBFs are needed to accurately synthesize the coupling effects
for TSA elements farther out, and are appended to the already
existing set of primary CBFs (after applying a trapezoidal post-
windowing procedure, [20]). For this purpose, a PWS is used
for the two orthogonal theta and phi polarizations with an
angular step size of 20o (typical value) in both the theta and
phi directions, where the theta range is limited to the upper
hemisphere in case an infinite ground plane is present.
A. Results for a 4× 4 Singly-Polarized TSA Array
To be able to validate the measured antenna impedances by
commercial solvers, a relatively small 4 × 4 singly-polarized
TSA array has been fabricated as shown in Fig. 7(a). Although
the problem requires only 9848 RWG basis functions, it
cannot be handled by a plain MoM solver because of memory
overflow errors above ∼ 7000 RWGs. When CBFM is used
instead, it is worth realizing that the computational overhead
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Fig. 8. (a)–(c) Magnitude of the measured and simulated active scan reflection coefficient Γact of a center element as a function of frequency and for various
scan directions. The HFFS results are for an ∞×∞ TSA array [4]. (d) The relative difference of the measured and simulated coupling between the center
element and all other equally polarized elements as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 7. (a) A 4× 4 singly-polarized microstrip-fed TSA array mounted on
a finite ground plane. The magnitude of the measured, simulated (HFSS),
and modeled active scan reflection coefficients are shown for: (b) θ = 0◦,
φ = 0◦; (c) θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦ (H-plane scan), and; (d) θ = 45◦, φ = 90◦
(E-plane scan).
of CBFM is relatively large for small arrays, since the total
execution time (for this case ∼ 1 hour per frequency point)
is governed by the time to generate CBFs and to construct
a reduced matrix. The details on CBFM will therefore only
be discussed for the larger 8 × 7 dual-polarized TSA array
for which it outperforms any direct moment method solver,
hypothetically.
From the measured antenna S-parameters, we have com-
puted the active scan reflection coefficient Γnact for the nth
antenna element as
Γnact =
1
an
N∑
m=1
Snmam (1)
where ap for p ∈ {m,n} is the complex amplitude of the
excitation wave incident on the pth antenna port with p ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}.
Figs. 7(b)–(d) depict the active scan reflection coefficients
of one of the four center elements for different phased-array
excitation schemes. A good agreement is observed between
the measured and modeled magnitudes of the active reflection
coefficients for various scan angles and as a function of
frequency. The results that have been computed by the finite
element solver HFSS are also in good agreement, i.e., up to
∼ 1.5 GHz. The high-frequency results ( 1.5 GHz) have
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been computed with reduced accuracy because of memory
constraints. More specifically, to assure that the size of the
radiation box is λ/4 away from element edges at 0.5 GHz,
the solution frequency for convergence (used for adaptive
mesh refinement in HFSS) had to be set to 1.0 GHz (the
center frequency). Finally, it is worth mentioning that the onset
of grating lobes above 1.2 GHz occurs in conjunction with
high-Q impedance resonances which are difficult to predict
accurately with limited computational resources.
B. Results for an 8× 7 Doubly Polarized TSA Array
The impedance matrix of the 112-port TSA array of Fig. 1
has been evaluated for the above proposed model and com-
pared to measurements. The problem requires 79450 RWG
basis functions, which is a degree-of-freedom that would
significantly increase whenever the dielectric microstrip feed
becomes part of the EM model, and such a problem is beyond
the reach of (most) commercial solvers.
The first step in solving this problem is to construct the
entire array mesh. We mesh only two base elements (a co-
and cross-polarized antenna element) and the bottom edge
of each base element is connected along the diagonal of a
square ground plane. Note that, when such a base element
is replicated at the various element positions throughout the
lattice, a finite dual-polarized array is formed over a finite
ground plane.
After the construction of the entire array mesh, a minimum
number of unique supports1 is identified throughout the array
lattice each of which holds a distinct set of CBFs. Any other
support function (associated to an array element), inherits
one of these unique sets of CBFs through translation. In
the end, all the array elements support a set of (mutually
overlapping) CBFs. The total number of identifiable unique
sets of CBFs depends on the regularity of the meshed antenna
array geometry and is independent of the array size [29].
For the present problem we generate 18 sets of CBFs by
extracting 18 subarrays from the fully meshed array. That
is, for each polarization, we extract 4 corner element, 4
edge elements, and an inner element along with their direct
electrically interconnected adjacent elements. Next, currents
are induced on these 18 subarrays by exciting each of the array
elements sequentially as well as by applying a PWS, after
which the supports of these currents are reduced to the size
of a single element plus a minor extension [20]. The 18 sets
of CBFs generated in this manner are subsequently mapped
onto the array mesh through translation. Finally, each of the
112 antenna elements supports a set of CBFs which partially
overlaps with the CBFs supported on the electrically intercon-
nected adjacent elements, and this preserves the continuity of
the current in the final solution. By using a 20 degrees angular
step size of the PWS, and a SVD threshold of 10−4, about 31
CBFs are generated for each of the 112 antenna elements (@
1.0 GHz).
1In the present overlapping domain-decomposition technique, a CBF sup-
port is comprised of the mesh of one antenna element including a minor
extension over the electrically interconnected adjacent elements.
The above meshing strategy has been detailed in [29] and
allows for a fast construction of the (reduced) moment matrix
since we can exploit the block-Toeplitz symmetry of this
matrix. This is possible since a large degree of translation
symmetry exists between group pairs of RWGs (or CBFs)
throughout the array lattice. Because of this symmetry, only
5166 unique moment matrix blocks out of the 112 × 112 =
12544 need to be constructed to compute the reaction integrals
between CBFs (reciprocity not exploited).
The reduced matrix equation is solved through Gaussian
elimination for 112 excitation vectors (112 element exci-
tations). The total execution time, which also includes the
meshing and post-processing time of the currents, impedances,
far-field patterns, and the solve time of the microwave network,
is shown in Table II.
TABLE II
TOTAL EXECUTION TIME (@ 1.0 GHZ, FOR 79450 RWGS).
CBF generation for 18 distinct supports in the array 1 h. 51 min.
Construction of the reduced matrix equation 0 h. 50 min.
Computation of CBF far-field patterns (18 sets) 0 h. 45 min.
Total number of CBFs 3506
Solve time reduced matrix equation (3506× 3506) 36 sec.
Total execution time 3 h. 36 min.
The magnitude of the measured and simulated active scan
reflection coefficient Γact for a center element as a function
of frequency is shown in Figs. 8(a)–(c). For completeness, the
HFSS results for a periodic unit-cell analysis of an infinite-by-
infinite TSA array have been overlayed with the finite array
results. Even though the array size is only 5λ × 5λ at 1.5
GHz, the active impedance characteristics are comparable for a
broadside scan down to 0.8 GHz. Deviations are mainly caused
by edge-truncation effects, which increase at low frequencies
and large scan angles. Three scan angles have been considered:
broadside scan (θ = 0o, φ = 0o), a 45 degree E-plane scan
(θ = 45o, φ = 180o), and a 45 degree H-plane scan (θ =
45o, φ = 90o). Only the x-oriented TSAs are excited, while the
cross-polarized elements are passively terminated by 50 Ohm
loads at the microstrip feed ends. Even though the proposed
antenna-feed decomposition approach is rather approximate,
the agreement between measurements and simulations is found
to be remarkably good. In fact, up to the first resonance
frequency, at around 1.45 GHz (broadside scan), the relative
difference between the measured and modeled mutual coupling
coefficients between the center element (#29) and all other
equally polarized elements, is about 20%. This result has been
plotted in Fig. 8(d). The resonance seems well-predicted in
Fig. 8(a); however, it is obvious that the relative difference
as defined in Fig. 8(d) can become large (> 100%) due to a
minor frequency shift.
Fig. 9 visualizes the measured and simulated magnitudes
and phases of the coupling coefficients between the center
element (#29) and all other equally polarized elements (@
1.0 GHz). It is observed from the contour plots in Fig. 9(c)
and (d) that the E-plane coupling is stronger than the H-
plane coupling, but this depends on frequency and the ref-
erence impedance (element termination). The latter can also
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Fig. 9. Results for the measured and simulated mutual couplings S29,x for x = 1, . . . , 56, between the central element x = 29 and all other equally
polarized elements, for 1.0 GHz. (a) Top view of the array. (b) Magnitude of the current when element 29 is excited (logarithmic scale, 60 dB dynamic range).
(c) The measured |S29,x| in dB. (d) The simulated |S29,x| in dB. (e) The measured ∠S29,x in Deg. (f) The simulated ∠S29,x in Deg.
be concluded from the magnitude of the current distribution
shown in Fig. 9(b). Both the magnitude and phase distributions
are well predicted, that is, the relative difference according
to Fig. 8(d) is ∼ 10% @ 1.0 GHz. A similar agreement
is obtained at other frequencies, except near or above 1.3
GHz, where element impedances are disrupted by resonant
array effects which are difficult to predict accurately (the λ/2
element separation distance is at 1.2 GHz). In this respect, it
is also worth mentioning that the microstrip feed boards have
been glued on the elements by hand, and that, due to this,
the relative spread (standard deviation of S11 divided by its
mean value) in measured impedances between four isolated
elements can be as large as 25% in the frequency band of
operation. This variation is partly caused by a misalignment
of the feed, and/or a small air gap between the microstrip
feed board and the aluminium antenna. Measurements with a
Time Domain Reflectometer revealed that, for each μm air gap,
the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line increases
by 72 mΩ. The maximum in relative spread occurs at 900
MHz, and this is also observed in Fig. 8(d). It is likely that an
increase in the relative difference between the modeled and
simulated coupling coefficients in Fig. 8(d) is partly due to
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fabrication tolerances. Mechanically more robust solutions to
firmly clamp the feed are currently being examined [30].
Even though element #29 is not an exact center element, one
expects symmetry in the computed coupling coefficients along
the y-direction. The coupling coefficients are derived from the
moment matrix solution, but from the reaction concept and
reciprocity theorem, we know that symmetry is preserved in
the moment matrix whenever Galerkin’s method is combined
with a symmetric product for testing the integral equation.
However, in our implementation, the moment matrix is only
symmetric for a limited number of computed digits because
the source and test integrals are evaluated using unequal
quadrature rules. The relative error in the computed matrix
elements is typically smaller than the ∼ -30 dB level with
respect to the largest computed ones. The degree of asymmetry
depends on the mutual orientation between pairs of RWGs and
the order of the Gaussian quadrature rule that is employed
to compute their reaction integrals (i.e. the moment matrix
entries). If desired, the degree of symmetry can be improved by
choosing equal quadrature rules or by increasing their orders
at the cost of a reduced matrix-fill time. Also, we found that
the symmetry improves by lowering the ACA threshold level.
Reciprocity can be exploited beyond a certain point and would
save approximately a factor of two in total fill-time.
V. SIMULATED FAR-FIELD PATTERNS AND
ORTHOGONALITY OF A CO- AND CROSS-POLARIZED
ARRAY BEAM
The computed embedded-element patterns are illustrated
in Fig. 10. These are the patterns that arise if one element
is excited, while the other elements are passively-matched
terminated using 50 Ohm loads at the microstrip feed ends.
Due to edge-truncation effects, the far-field patterns of the
Fig. 10. Embedded-element power-patterns at 1.0 GHz (linear scale).
edge and corner elements exhibit many ripples and, although
not shown, were found to be frequency-dependent as well.
Furthermore, as a result of the coupling effects, it can be
observed that the power patterns of the center elements are
“smoother” and more symmetrical than the patterns of the
boundary elements.
In radio astronomy, it is of primary importance to recover
the intensity and/or polarization information of the incident
electromagnetic field radiated by a (partially polarized) source
in the sky (the Stokes parameters [31, p. 4-8]). To measure
these Stokes parameters, we can let the 112 TSA element
array operate in phased-array mode and separately combine the
output signals of the x- and y-oriented elements into a co- and
cross-polarized beam, respectively. Even though the pertaining
array elements are geometrically orthogonal to each other,
it is essential that also the realized co- and cross-polarized
beams are sufficiently orthogonal over a large scan volume
and frequency band in order to effectively recover the Stokes
parameters of the incident field [32].
Let the vectors
eco(θ0, φ0) = ecoθ θˆ + e
co
φ φˆ (2a)
ecross(θ0, φ0) = ecrossθ θˆ + e
cross
φ φˆ (2b)
denote the complex-valued electric far-field vectors of the
realized co- and cross-polarized beam patterns in the direction
(θ0, φ0) of the source. These vectors are normalized such that
Vx = eco · Ei and Vy = ecross · Ei are the received output
voltages corresponding to the x- and y-oriented elements,
respectively. Clearly, the set {eco,ecross} forms a basis along
which the incident field Ei is decomposed. The beam or-
thogonality in the (θ0, φ0) direction is conveniently measured
through the normalized cross-correlation term
ρcor =
〈eco,ecross〉√〈eco,eco〉〈ecross,ecross〉 (3)
where 〈a, b〉 = a∗ · b = aHb represents the Hermitian inner
product. We point out that, if ρcor(θ0, φ0) = 0, the beams are
orthogonal in the (θ0, φ0) direction and the Stokes parameters
can, potentially, be measured with high precision, provided
that a possible rotation of this orthogonal basis with respect
to a given reference frame (usually of the source) is known
and can be corrected for in the post-processing of the data
(calibration). On the contrary, if |ρcor(θ0, φ0)| ≈ 1, the Stokes
parameters can be recovered with low precision. One could
orthonormalize this basis by adapting the beamformer weights,
but this is likely to result in a loss of sensitivity as well.
Fig. 11. Correlation (here used as the measure of orthogonality) between a
co- and cross-polarized beam in the scan direction (θ0, φ0), for 0 ≤ θ0 ≤ 90o
and 0 ≤ φ0 ≤ 360o. The scale is logarithmic.
The beam orthogonality 10 log(|ρcor|) of the 112 TSA
element array has been analyzed over a large scan volume
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(@ 1.0 GHz). The results are shown in Fig. 11. As expected,
the orthogonality is best in the principle planes, i.e., in the
E and H planes, but ρcor reduces in the D planes down to
-14 dB for 0 ≤ θ0 ≤ 60o. The level of orthogonality that is
required depends on the kind of observation and the operation
of the system as a whole; it is therefore considered to be
a system specification, even though the beam orthogonality
as presented in Fig. 11 is rather intrinsic to the antenna
type, excitation scheme, and the chosen array configuration.
Also, it should be clear that, to some extent, the co and
cross polarization of a single TSA element may not be very
important; it is the combination of the patterns generated
by x- and y-oriented antennas which realizes the beam pair
determining the capabilities of the instrument to perform an
adequate polarization discrimination.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that it is feasible to analyze mutual coupling
effects in large microstrip-fed TSA arrays by using a combi-
nation of an electromagnetic and a quasi-static field model
of the antenna and feed, respectively. The relative difference
between the measured and simulated coupling coefficients of a
8×7 dual-polarized TSA array is ∼ 20% over the operational
frequency band, which is comparable to the manufacturing
tolerances of the TSAs. Although the array is relatively small,
impedance anomalies appear in the measurements as well as
in the finite-array simulations. Since TSA arrays are strong
candidates for the next generation radio telescopes, we have
also examined the polarization-discrimination capabilities of
a phased-array aperture tile over the entire scan volume.
The correlation (here used as the measure of orthogonality)
between a transmitted pair of E-field vectors into a certain
scan direction, each of which is generated by exciting either
the co- or cross-polarized array elements, was found to be
better than -14 dB for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 60o.
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